StarMax V solar collector
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Function
The StarMax V ™ patented flat plate collector is designed with two
internal headers which are sloped to the center by 1/2" from each side.
In the center of the bottom sloped header is a fifth outlet connection
which allows for filling and draining of fluid from the collector. The
uniquely sloped internal headers, when used in drainback installation,
allow the collector array to be mounted perfectly horizontal with the roof
line, rather than sloped. The center bottom connections are coupled
to an external sloped manifold on or under the roof. When used in a
standard pressured glycol installation, the center bottom connection is
remains capped and the array is connected the same way as a standard
four outlet connection collector.

Patented

Product range
Code NAS15406 StarMax V™ solar collectors, 4' x 6.3', 25K Btu/day (7.5kWh)...................................................five 1" male union thread connections
Code NAS15408 StarMax V™ solar collectors, 4' x 8', 32K Btu/day (9.5kWh)......................................................five 1" male union thread connections
Code NAS15410 StarMax V™ solar collectors, 4' x 10', 40K Btu/day (11.7kWh)....................................................five 1" male union thread connections

Technical specifications

Dimensions

Materials
Frame:

- material:
- construction:
- coating:
- backing sheet:

Absorber: - type:
- header-riser tubes:
- absorber fin:
- fin coating:
- coating efficiency:
- connection:
- outlet grommets:
Insulation: - liner:
- insulation:
Glass:

- type:
- thickness:
- light transmittance
- weather seal

extruded aluminum
welded corners
baked powder coated
embossed PVC
harp
copper
copper
blue selective
absorption 95%, emission 5%
1" male union thread
silicon

Agency approval:

C
B
A

F

aluminum foil
injected molded CFC free polyurethane
tempered low iron solar prismatic
4 mm
93%
EPDM

Performance
Medium:		
Max. percentage of glycol:
Working pressure:
Max. test pressure:
Working temperature:
Typical transfer flow rate:
Wind load rating:

DE

water, glycol solutions
60%
90 psi
150 psi
–40 to 350°F
0.5 to 1.2 gpm
180 mph
SRCC OG-100

Code

A

B

C

D

E

F

NAS15406

77"

76"

72"

49"

47½" 3¾"

Wt.
lbs.

Cap.
gal.

85

0.82

NAS15408

97"

96"

92"

49"

47½" 3¾"

112

0.94

NAS15410

117"

116"

112"

49"

47½" 3¾"

139

1.06

Drainback installation

Standard pressurized installation

The bottom center connection cap, code 586600, is removed and an
external manifold is coupled to the bottom connection of each collector
which is sloped 1/4" per foot for proper flow in drainback installations.
The collector top and bottom headers are coupled with code NA10272
collector union and opposite connections are capped with a 586600 cap.

The bottom center connection cap, code 586600, on each collector
remain installed for standard installation. The collector top and bottom
headers are coupled with code NA10272 collector union and opposite
connections are capped with a 586600 cap.

Construction details

Performance characteristics

The StarMax V collector construction begins with a strong extruded
frame, welded in all four corners forming the collector box, which is then
baked with powder coat paint. An insulating embossed PVC back sheet
and aluminum faced foil form the mold where CFC free polyurethane
foam is injection molded creating a permanent bond to the bottom and
sides of the collector box. The solid insulated collector box houses the
harp style all-copper absorber panel consisting of copper manifolds and
riser tubes with ultra-sonic welded sputtered blue high selective coated
copper fin absorber surface, providing the best performance under poor
solar radiation. The blue highly selective coated copper fin absorbs
95% of sunlight and conducts 95% (fin-factor) of this solar heat into the
heat transfer fluid and minimizes the re-emission of the absorbed heat.
The tempered low iron, low reflection, 93% light transmittance, 4 mm
glass cover, together with the bottom and side insulation minimizes
convection heat losses and assures high fluid temperatures. High
temperature UV resistance EDPM and silicone seals keep moisture out
and heat in. A temperature sensor well is located on the side of the
collector near the top attached directly to the absorber fin for the most
accurate temperature measurement. StarMax V™ high grade materials
and construction guarantees decades of operation.
™

Sensor well

Copper fintube
Low-iron glass

Copper header tube

Molded silicone
grommet

Wide mounting lip

Pressure Drop (FT of head)

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.2

0.4

0.6

Flow (GPM)

0.8

1.0

Aluminum foil liner
Injected molded polyurethane Insulation
Embossed PVC back sheet

1.2

1.4

StarMax V™ Thermal Efficiency

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Inlet fluid parameters [°F • h • ft²/Btu] p = (Ti - Ta) / I

1" union male
thread
Welded corners
aluminum frame wall

0.05

0.00
0.0

Efficiency Percentage

Snap-fit extruded
aluminum batten

EPDM glazing gasket

StarMax V™ Pressure Drop Curve

0.06

0.8

0.9

1.0

Features
T h e w e a t h e r- t i g h t t e m p e r a t u r e
sensor grommet is attached directly
to the absorber fin for more accurate
measurement of collector temperature
during drainback installations. The fully
welded frame keeps the collector rigid
and weather tight.

The bottom center outlet connection is
protected by a code 586600 factoryinstalled cap. The removable bottom
outlet connection access cover allows for
easy absorber removal. The baked-on
powdered coating protects the collector
frame from harsh salt-spray environments.

The StarMax V ™ collector has
a wide mounting lip on all four
sides of the frame which allows
it to be clamped with collector
clip code NAS10007 mounting
hardware kit. This collector clip
has a unique concave shape with the hole in the center that when
tightened with 3/8"-16 x 1" stainless steel bolts, it forms tension on bolt
threads keeping the collector secure even in high stress conditions.

The 1" male union threads
on the StarMax V™ collector
have a flat sealing surface.
Code NA10272 double union
is used to couple multiple
collector headers. The
double union has pre-installed high temperature silicone O-rings which
seal against the coupling flat surface, plus will not fallout during coupling.
This provides fast torch free connections.

The collector clip kit can be
used with the QuadTrac ™ rail
or other style of strut which
accept 3/8"-16 x 1" stainless
steel bolts. The QuadTrac ™
rail has a 1/ 2" channel on
all four sides for extra load strength and allows the 3/8"-16 bolt
head or nut to fit securely in the channel without the need for
special strut nuts.

The NA10272 double union
allows the collectors to be
joined close together within
2-1/2", but still allows for
a collector to be removed
from an array without
moving the adjoining collectors. The NAS10007 collector clip
mounting kit includes four (4) each clips, stainless steel washers,
3/8"-16 x 1" stainless steel bolts and 3/8"-16 stainless steel nuts.

Installation

Accessories
Item

Code

NAS10006

Description
Tilt mounting brackets and
hardware allows tilt mounting
of collector

Square aluminum (6005-T5)
extension tube for tilting collectors

Item

Code

NAS10007

Description
Collector clip secures collectors
directly to QuadTrac™ rail
with (4) stainless steel bolts,
nuts and washers
QuadTrac™ mounting rail,
aluminum (6005-T5)

NAS10040-1

58" for one collector
108" for two collectors

NAS10002

1" square tube x 6'

NAS10040-2

NAS10005

1" square tube x 12'

NAS10040-20 240" for cutting

NA10272

1" brass collector female
thread union, for coupling
of multiple collector header
installations

NA10302

High temperature silicone flat 1"
gasket for drainback connections.
Use with code 586600 cap and
sweat tail piece connections

586600

1" brass female thread union cap,
allows for the capping of unused
connections. Use NA10302
silicone union gaskets

NAS10042

Bolt, nut & washer kit. Two
stainless steel 3/8"-16 x 1" bolts,
nuts & washers, ASTM F593C

NAS10023

QuadTrac™ splice bar, aluminum
(6005-T5), requires 2 bars for
each splice, includes 3/8"-16
stainless steel bolts and washers

NAS10041

QuadTrac™ 2" U-mount, aluminum,
which mounts directly on top
of DualStud™ roof flashing with
3/8" standard stainless steel nut.
Attaches into the side slots of
QuadTrac™ rail using NAS10042
stainless steel bolts, nuts
and washers

NAS10030

DualStud™ flashing kit with
3/8"‑16 male thread (includes
NAS10032 base plate)

NAS10032

Steel base plate only

Application diagrams

SPECIFICATION SUMMARIES
StarMax V flat plate collector
Fabricated with two internal copper headers sloped to center by 0.5 inch from each side, with five 1 inch union thread connections. The fifth connection
in center of bottom sloped header allows for filling and draining of fluid in drain back solar thermal systems and protected by code 586600 factoryinstalled cap. Provided with copper header-riser tubes, harp style absorber with copper absorber fin, blue selective fin coating, absorber coating
efficiency: absorption 95%, emission 5%,silicone connection grommets, enclosed in baked powder-coated extruded aluminum frame construction
with welded corners, back sheet embossed PVC, aluminum foil insulation liner, injected molded CFC free polyurethane insulation, EPDM weather seal,
glass tempered low iron solar prismatic, glass thickness 4 mm, light transmittance 93%. Integral temperature sensor well attached directly to absorber
fin. Suitable fluids: water or 60% maximum glycol solution. Working temperature range of -40–350ºF (-40 to 177ºC). Working pressure 90 psi (6 bar).
Maximum test pressure 150 psi (10 bar). Typical transfer flow rate 0.5–1.2 gpm (1.8 to 4.5 lpm). 180 mph/290 kph wind load rating. Provide with code
NAS10006 tilt mounting kit, code NAS10007 collector mounting clip kit, code DualStud™ NAS10030 flashing kit, Code NAS10032 steel base plate,
QuadTrac™ code NAS100 series mounting rails, splice bars and 1 inch square tube extensions, QuadTrac™ code NAS10041 2 inch QuadTrac™ U-mount,
and code NA10272 brass double union to closely connect collectors within 2.5 inches. Collectors are SRCC OG-100 certified and listed.
™
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